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We estimate the energy losses in the ase of deep-inelasti sattering on nulear
targets in terms of the effetive hange of the virtual photon energy. Our phe-
nomenologial results are in reasonable agreement with theoretial alulations. The
differene in seondary prodution proesses in hard and soft interations is disussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The inlusive spetra of seondaries (pions, kaons, p and p¯) measured in leptonnuleus
(lA) deep-inelasti sattering (DIS) [13℄ beome more and more soft with the inrease of
atomi weight of the target. In this paper we onsider the A dependenes of these spetra
using the same method as in our previous paper [4℄.
In the ase of DIS only some part of the projetile lepton energy (ν = El−E ′l) is transfered
to the target. Thus, one an onsider the virtual photon as the projetile to draw an analogy
between the DIS and hadroprodution proesses. It is onvenient to analyze DIS data in
terms of energy frations of the virtual photon arried by the produed hadron. Therefore
in this paper we will use the variable:
z =
Eh
ν
, (1)
where Eh is the energy of the produed hadron in the lab. frame.
At high energies in the ase of nuleon target the maximum value of z is lose to unity
(zmax → 1). In the ase of nulear target the situation is more ompliated beause there
are many different ontributions [5, 6℄ from the final-state interations with nulear matter
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2whih derease the spetra at large z. On the other hand, the proesses whih leads to
the so-alled umulative effet [79℄ inrease the boundaries of the available z region1. The
modifiation of parton struture funtion [10℄ should be aounted for.
In all proesses on nulear targets (exept of the oherent ones) some fration of energy is
used for nulear disintegration. The nulear target is destroyed and several nuleons, as well
as light nulear fragments, (say, α partiles) appear in the final state. It an be onsidered
as a phase-spae limitation for the produed seondaries. The orresponding fration of
initial energy used on this effet numerially is not so small (it is many times larger than
the nulear binding energy).
The energy used for nulear disintegration is taken from the beam or seondary partile
energy, primarely via some QCD proess, disussed in [5, 6℄. After several stages this
energy transforms (in part, as a minimum) into kineti energy of the target fragments. So
the portion of the last kineti energy allows us to estimate the primary energy losses all
together. On the other hand, the phase-spae limitation an be onsidered as an effetive
derease of the inident beam energy.
In what follows we will onsider the A dependenes of seondary hadron leptoprodution
in terms of zA:
zA =
Eh
ν − EA , (2)
and we assume that it is possible to find the shift EA for the ase of interation with nulear
target from the ondition that the ratios of seondary multipliities on nulear and nuleon
(EA=1 = 0) targets in terms of zA
RlA/lp(zA) = const(zA) ≃ 1, (3)
whereas the same ratios in terms of z
RlA/lp(z) = f(z). (4)
Evidently, suh resale is reasonable only for not very small z values.
We will determine shifts EA from the experimental data and we will ompare them with
several independent estimations. Suh approah allows us, in partiular, to investigate the
1
The last proesses have rather small ross setion.
3energy (ν) dependene of all nulear effets. In onlusion we will ompare our results with
theoretial alulations [5, 6℄.
2. A DEPENDENCE OF SECONDARY LEPTOPRODUCTION AT
LARGE ZA
The experimental results for semi-inlusive deep-inelasti sattering on nulei are usually
presented in terms of the hadron multipliity ratio RA/D, whih represents the ratio of the
number of hadrons of type h produed per deep-inelasti sattering event on a nulear target
of mass A to that from a deuterium target (D). The multipliity ratio is defined as:
RA/D =
1
A
(
dσ
dz
)
lA→h
1
2
(
dσ
dz
)
lD→h
, (5)
where
(
dσ
dz
)
lA→h
is the yield of semi-inlusive hadrons h from the nuleus A in a given z-bin.
In this setion we are going to analyze the ratio Eq. (5) in the following way. Suppose one
has two z spetra for DIS on nuleon and nulear targets or on two different nulei (light
and heavy ones). Then one an shift the spetrum that orresponds to the heavy nuleus
aording to Eq. (2) by hanging EA parameter. Assuming that nulear effets are small
for very light nulei, it is possible then to alulate the fration of the virtual photon energy
spent on nulear effets. This may be done by alulating the ratio of the shifted spetrum
to the spetrum that orresponds to the light nuleus. When this ratio is lose to unity then
the orresponding shift will give the absolute value of energy loss aused by the mentioned
nulear effets.
For the purpose of our analysis we used the experimental data on DIS on nulei measured
by the HERMES Collaboraton [1, 2℄ as well as EMC data [3℄.
The HERMES results for deep-inelasti e+D and e+Kr sattering at 27.5 GeV are available
in terms of the ratio Eq. (5) for different set of seondaries (pions, kaons, p and p¯) [1℄. Neutral
pion and averaged harged pion multipliities for DIS of positrons on hydrogen at the same
energy are published in Ref. [2℄. Negleting the differene between hydrogen and deuterium
targets one an extrat the multipliity for pions produed on a heavy target (Kr) from the
multipliity ratio and absolute multipliity spetrum for hydrogen. The measured ratio for
neutral pions is presented in Fig. 1a. In Fig. 1b one an see extrated spetrum for Kr target
4(solid irles) as well as neutral pion multipliity for hydrogen (open irles) from Ref. [2℄.
One an see evident suppression of Kr spetrum in omparison with hydrogen one.
Having two multipliity spetra for p and Kr targets one an analyze them in the way
desribed above. Fig. 2 represents the shifted Kr spetrum with EA = 1 GeV (solid irles)
as well as spetrum for hydrogen measured by HERMES (open irles).
Now to estimate how muh energy of the virtual photon is spent on nulear effets one
should alulate the ratio Eq. (5) of the shifted Kr spetrum to the hydrogen spetrum. The
alulated ratios are presented in Fig. 3 for different EA values (squares). The figure also
represents original ratio without any shift (solid irles). One an see that orresponding
values of energy losses lie between EA = 1.0 and 1.4 GeV.
Omitting intermediate alulations we present results of the analysis for harged pions
(from the same experiment) at the same energies (see Fig. 4a for pi+ and Fig. 4b for pi−).
From the last two figures (Fig. 3 and 4) one an see approximately the same suppression for
all pions.
There are additional data on the market relevant for suh an analysis, namely the data
on deep-inelasti µD and µCu sattering at 100280 GeV obtained by EMC [3℄. They
measured differential multipliities of forward produed harged hadrons on both nulei
(〈ν〉 = 60 GeV), whih an be used diretly in our analysis as desribed above. The results
of the analysis one an see in Fig. 5. Fig. 5a represents multipliities for D (solid irles)
and Cu (open irles) targets measured by EMC, and Fig. 5b represents the ratios obtained
with our analysis (squares) as well as the original EMC ratio (solid irles).
Results for energy losses obtained for Cu target EA ≈ 1.4 GeV are in reasonable agreement
with those obtained for Kr target. However, HERMES measurements were done at 〈ν〉 ≈
16 GeV, while EMC data were taken at 〈ν〉 ≈ 60 GeV. Therefore one an onlude that
energy dependene of nulear effets for all harged partiles here is rather weak within the
errors of the analysis.
Unfortunately the inlusive spetra of identified seondaries are published only at one
(HERMES) energy and we annot disuss the energy dependene of our EA parameter.
However, there exist the experimental results [1℄ for RA/D as a funtion of ν. For pions these
ratios inrease with ν and it means that EA values have at least more weak ν dependene
than the linear one. The values of RA/D are evidently different for seondaries K
+
and
K−, as well as for p and p¯. Prinipally, this differene an be onneted [11℄ with different
5absorption ross setions of seondaries. Another possible explanation for evident differene
in yields of seondary p and p¯ omes from the baryon harge diffusion from the target to
forward hemisphere due to string juntion mehanism [1215℄.
3. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE SECONDARY PRODUCTION IN HARD AND
SOFT PROCESSES
Let us try to use the presented approah, see also [4℄, for the desription of A dependenes
of the spetra of seondaries produed in soft hadron nuleus ollisions.
Let us define the variable
x0 =
p
p0
, (6)
where p is the momentum of the produed seondary and p0 is the initial momentum of the
beam partile, both in .m. frame, and the variable
xF =
p
p0 − pA , (7)
where the shift pA aounts for all nulear effets.
Let us define the ratio of the multipliities of seondary hadrons of type h produed in
h1A and h1p ollisions as
RA/p(x) =
1
A
(
dσ
dx
)
h1A→h(
dσ
dx
)
h1p→h
, (8)
Similarly to Eqs. (3) and (4) we assume that
RA/p(xF) = const(xF) ≃ 1, (9)
whereas the same ratios in terms of x0 depends on x0
RA/p(x0) = f(x0). (10)
Suh assumption leads to the agreement [4℄ with the data on J/Ψ and Drell-Yan pair
prodution on nulear targets with pA ≪ p0. Now we use the same assumption for the ase
of soft Λ prodution in pA ollisions, and the results for the data [16℄ are shown in Fig. 6.
We an see total disagreement with the data. The values of RA/p(xF) depend very weakly
on pA value and we an not find suh pA value when Eq. (9) is fulfilled.
6The data for pA→ pX at small pT [17℄ show the behaviour similar to the ase shown in
Fig. 6, whereas the situation with the data on soft pion prodution in pA and piA ollisions
[17℄ is rather unlear due to the large experimental error bars.
We an try to explain the presented differene in nulear effets for hard and soft pro-
dution of seondaries by the essential differene in impat parameters whih give the main
ontribution in these two ases.
Let us onsider the A dependenes of the inlusive prodution ross setion as
xFdσ/dxF ∼ Aα(xF). (11)
In hard ollisions α(xF) ∼ 1 exept of rather large xF values. It means that the onsidered
seondary partile an be produed on every target nuleon with equal probability, i.e.
absorption effets are small. Even for the seondaries produed at large xF, α(xF) > 2/3.
So all impat parameters ontribute here, and some derease of α values at large xF an
be onneted with the effetive derease of the beam energy, as it was shown in [4℄ and in
Setion 2 of the present paper.
In the ase of soft prodution of seondaries the experimental values of α at xF > 0.20.3
are about 1/3 and, ontrary to the ase of hard prodution, they rather weakly depend on
xF in this xF region. This orresponds to the piture when the seondaries at xF > 0.20.3
are produed mainly in one-fold interation of beam partile with the target nuleus. The
orresponding ross setion for ν-fold inelasti interations has the form [18, 19℄
σ
(ν)
prod =
1
ν!
∫
d2b[σinT (b)]
νe−σinT (b) , (12)
where σin is the inelasti interation ross setion of beam partile with a nuleon. For
hadron beam the produt σinT (b) is small enough only for large impat parameters. This
leads immediately to the value α ∼ 1/3 for large xF where multiple interations (ν > 1) an
not ontribute due to the energy onservation. The ratio Eq. (8) is determined now by the
ratio σ
(1)
prod/σprod (σprod =
∑A
ν=1 σ
(ν)
prod).
The behaviour of Λ yields produed in hard and soft pA to pp ollisions, alulated in the
framework of the Quark-Gluon String Model [20, 21℄ is shown in Fig. 7. The differene in the
soft and hard interations is reprodued rather lear. In the ase of soft interations we obtain
rather strong xF-dependene of α(xF) Eq. (11) at small xF and rather weak dependene at
large xF. The ase of hard prodution was generated with the help of resale, Eq. (7),
7assuming firstly α(xF) = 1. Here we obtain the behaviour typial for experimental hard
prodution, weak xF-dependene of α(xF) at small xF and strong dependene at large xF.
4. CONCLUSION
In summary, we onsidered energy losses of the virtual photon in deep-inelasti lA ol-
lisions from the available experimental data. What we were interested in is how muh
energy of the virtual photon is spent on all nulear effets inluding the effet of nulear
disintegration.
Our results for energy losses EA ≈ 1.4 GeV obtained for Kr and Cu targets orrespond to
energy loss ratios dE/dz = 0.50.6 GeV/fm (we assumed that DIS takes plae somewhere in
the enter of the nuleus). This value is ≈ 5 times smaller than we obtained in our previous
analysis [4℄. However, in the present paper we deal with energies many times smaller than in
the previous one. From omparison between HERMES and EMC data obtained at different
virtual photon energies (ν = 712 GeV and 60 GeV respetively) we onlude that our EA
value, within the auray of the performed analysis, has very weak ν-dependene.
There are a lot of models for leptoprodution of hadrons in nulear DIS. They use different
approahes suh as absorption of a prehadron state and modifiation of quark fragmentation
funtions in nulei [6, 22℄, energy losses (vauum and indued), prodution and formation
times of a prehadron and a hadron respetively [5℄. There is an experimental evidene for
the effet of nulear modifiation of nuleon struture funtions [10℄, thus, all the models
must take into aount this effet as well. The obtained results for HERMES data are in
reasonable agreement with the theoretial alulations of Refs. [5, 6℄, sine both ited models
agree well with the HERMES data on pion prodution. Conerning our result obtained for
EMC, in [5℄ these data (ν = 60 GeV) were not onsidered. However, in Ref. [6℄ it was
shown that the effet of absorption of the prehadron is negligible for these data, whih
implies that the main ontribution to the observed suppression omes from the effet of
nulear modifiation of quark fragmentation funtions, while in the ase of HERMES data
both the effets are important.
However, onluding that some or other effet (if there is no experimental evidene for it)
gives the main ontribution to the onsidering proess is questionable. E.g. if one onsideres
models for energy loss and absorption, they both lead to a suppression law ∼ A2/3 (broken at
8A≥80), thus, one annot ompletely distinguish between these two effets [23℄. Atually this
does not allow us do draw a definite onlusion whih effet is dominant in the onsidered
proesses of nulear DIS for HERMES and EMC. The only we an say is how muh energy
of the virtual photon is spent on all nulear effets. Obviously, among the others there exist
two effets: nulear disintegration and modifiation of nulear struture funtions (however,
they are not dominant here).
In setion 3 we have demonstrated that one ould not apply our analysis to soft proesses.
We also put forward an argument for this fat whih lies in that in the ase of hard proesses
every nuleon gives an equal ontribution to the seondary prodution ross setion (beause
dσ/dx ∼ Aα, where α ∼ 1), while in the ase of soft proesses only a rather small part of all
the nuleons ontribute to the ross setion (beause α ∼ 1/3). Moreover, these ontributing
nuleons are onentrated on the peripherals of the nuleus. The number of these nuleons
is not hanged with xF at large xF, so the ratio of seondary yields on nulear and nuleon
targets is pratially onstant.
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Figure 1. (a) Multipliity ratio for identified neutral pions from a Kr target as a funtion of z (for
ν > 7 GeV). (b) Neutral pion multipliities for hydrogen [2℄ and Kr (extrated from ratio Fig. 1a).
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Figure 2. The same as in Fig. 1b, but the spetrum for
Kr target was shifted aording to Eq. (7) with EA = 1.0 GeV.
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Figure 3. Multipliity ratios for neutal pions from Kr target: original ratio measured by HERMES
[1℄ (solid irles), shifted ratios at EA = 1.2 GeV (solid squares) and EA = 1.6 GeV (open squares).
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Figure 4. Multipliity ratios for (a) pi+: original ratio measured by HERMES [1℄
(solid irles), shifted ratios at EA = 1.2 GeV (solid squares) and EA = 1.6 GeV
(open squares); (b) pi−: original ratio measured by HERMES [1℄ (solid irles), shifted
ratios at EA = 1.2 GeV (solid squares) and EA = 1.6 GeV (open squares).
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Figure 5. (a) Differential hadron multipliity as a funtion of z for Cu (open irles) and D (solid
irles). The statistial errors are of a similar size to the symbols, the systemati errors are not
shown. (b) Multipliity ratios for hadrons from Cu target: original ratio measured by EMC [3℄
(solid irles), shifted ratios at EA = 1.2 GeV (solid squares) and EA = 1.6 GeV (open squares).
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Figure 6. Ratios of the multipliities of Λ produed
softly (θ = 0.25 mrad) on Pb and Be targets at 300 GeV.
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ities of Λ produ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ollisions at
√
s = 20 GeV. The urves for hard prodution were ob-
tained with pA = 0.5 GeV/ (dashed urve) and pA = 0.75 GeV/ (dash-dotted 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